
 

 

Hello Little League Families,  

 

*****UPDATE **** on Patch Application 
 

You may want to decrease the temperature at which you iron on the patch. 

Given that our shirts are made of polyester, you may want to use the 

Polyester setting instead of the Cotton setting (400).  I was able to 

successfully iron on a patch using the Polyester setting.  Please still use 

caution and follow the steps carefully to hopefully avoid the chance of 

burning a hole in the jersey.* 

 

PATCH PLACEMENT AND APPLICATION- 
This week, you will be receiving your child's jersey and  

UNIFORM PATCH PLACEMENT 

 

   - *Minor and Major Baseball*- Sleeve Placement: 3” below left shoulder 

   seam on raglan sleeve. 

   - *Tee Ball and Coach Pitch*- Sleeve Placement: 1” below left shoulder 

   seam on set-in sleeve. 

   - *Minor and Major Softball*- Sleeveless Placement: patch should be 

   placed over the left breast. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLYING IRON-ON PATCH 
 

   - DO NOT STEAM IRON 

   - DO NOT APPLY HOT IRON DIRECTLY TO EMBROIDERED AREA 

 

 

   1. All garments should be freshly laundered. 

   2. Set iron to Cotton setting or 400 degrees. 

   3. Thoroughly iron area of garment where patch will be placed. 

   4. Place patch on desired location of garment. 

   5. Place cloth or light towel over patch. While using a slow circular 

   motion, press firmly for 30 seconds. 

   6. Turn garment inside out, then iron back of patch for 30 seconds. 

   7. Let patch area cool for one minute. If edge of patch can be lifted, 

   repeat step six. 

 

You can find a video tutorial here -Patch Requirements and Instructions 

<https://www.littleleague.org/playing-rules/patch-requirements/> 

 

Please be very careful as some have burned holes into the jerseys 

while trying to attach the patch.  
 

**** Alternative method - Some families have found success using a few 

stitches to attach the patch rather than using the iron-on method. 

 

Kathy Martin, Secretary  

Seneca Falls Little League 

https://www.littleleague.org/playing-rules/patch-requirements/

